In this paper, we devise a novel radio resource block (RB) structure named dynamic resource block structure (D-RBS) which can handle low latency traffics and large fluctuations in data rates by exploiting smart time and frequency duplexing. In our framework, the main resource block with a predefined bandwidth and time duration is divided into several small blocks with the same bandwidth and time duration. Depending on the service requirements, e.g., data rate and latency, the users are assigned to some these small blocks which could be noncontiguous both in frequency and time. This is in contrast to the previously introduced static resource block structure (S-RBS) where the size of each RB is predetermined and fixed. We provide resource allocation frameworks for this RB structure and formulate the optimization problems whose solutions are obtained by alternate search method (ASM) based on successive convex approximation approach (SCA). We provide a global optimal solution by exploiting the monotonic optimization method. By simulation we study the performance of our proposed scheme with S-RBS scheme and show it has 26% gain compared to the S-RBS scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivations and State of the Art 3GPP has categorized the network services into enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), massive machine-type communications (mMTC), and ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC) services [1] . eMBB services, like video streaming, require high data rate connections; mMTC services, like internet of things (IoT), require large number of devices to connect to the network which would only send small data payloads; and URLLC services, like tactile Internet (TI), require communications of small payloads with low-latency and very high reliability. Due to heterogeneous requirements of these services, the efficient and dynamic resource allocation in the network is the main challenge. Traditional resource block structure (RBS) definition with fixed time-frequency structure, e.g., as in LTE with 1 millisecond transmission time interval (TTI) and 15 kHz bandwidth, is not able to support the network with these three types of services [1] , [2] . The eMMB services require many frequency resources to satisfy their data rate requirements whose latency is not of importance, and hence, the time duration of the allocated RBs could be high, e.g., above one millisecond. On the other hand, URLLC services have small packets for transmission and require that these packets are sent in short time intervals, e.g., 0.1 to 0.5 milliseconds, with high reliability. In 4G, The admitted end-to-end latency of 4G networks is 30∼100 milliseconds and the target reliability of information transmission is 0.99 which is not sufficient for ultra reliable services such as virtual reality and autonomous deriving, which is equal to 0.99999. In 5G, the RBs with different TTIs and bandwidths can satisfy latency and reliability requirements of services. In these networks, the notion of RB is defined as a timefrequency block with different time durations and bandwidths. In other words, the total time duration and bandwidth, e.g., T milliseconds time duration and W Hz bandwidth, is partitioned into several RBs with different time durations, e.g., T , T 2 , and T 4 , and different bandwidths, e.g., W , W 2 , and W 4 . Different RBs with different time durations and bandwidths can be used for different services based on the service requirements.
In the aforementioned structure, although the size of the RBs is different, the size of each RB is predetermined and fixed. We call this structure by static RBS (S-RBS) as the size of the RBs is predefined and cannot be changed. However, this RB structure, due to fixed TTI and bandwidth, does not have enough flexibility to satisfy different service requirements in an efficient way.
Therefore, we propose a dynamic RBS (D-RBS) for 5G in which the total time duration and bandwidth is partitioned into several small RBs of equal time duration and bandwidth. Based on the service requirements, some small RBs are aggregated to form a composite RB 1 used by one specific service. In other words, the allocated RBs to each user can be constructed using one or more of these small RBs which could be spanned over different time and frequency bands.
Dynamic here means that the size of the ultimate RBs is not predefined and could be different.
The proposed structure enables dynamic allocation of RBs leading to efficient network resource utilization.
Our proposed approach can also be easily extended to network slicing where each type of user belongs to one slice. Network slicing is a kind of virtual networking architecture. Its structure allows the creation of multiple virtual networks with different rate and latency requirements atop a shared physical infrastructure.
B. Related Works
The resource allocation problem among 5G network's services has been addressed in several works [3] , [4] . The authors in [3] study the downlink multiplexing of URLLC and eMBB services.
The goal is to maximize the utility for eMBB traffic with respect to URLLC service requirement constraints. In [4] , the authors study the downlink of 5G networks for URLLC services with the aim of achieving trade off between SE, latency, and reliability for each link and service flow. The dynamic scheduling for mMTC and URLLC services is studied in [5] for NR where the authors investigate the performance of feedbackless and feedback based frameworks based on reinforcement learning. They illustrate that both schemes are able to effectively deploy both URLLC and mMTC services in NR. Recently, individual service designing has attracted a lot of attentions and there are several researches on RB design in wireless networks [3] , [6] - [9] . An overview of 5G deployment challenges are provided in [6] . In [7] , the authors provide a survey of key techniques to overcome the new requirements and challenges of mMTC applications. The principles of using diversity sources, design of packets, and access protocols to support URLLC are investigated in [8] . In [9] , the authors provide joint power and subchannel allocation for sliced 5G network with respect to both the inter-tier and intra-tier interference constraints. In [10] , the authors study orthogonal resource allocation for mMTC and eMBB. The uplink multiplexing of URLLC, eMBB, and mMTC services is studied in [11] . In [12] , the authors investigate downlink 1 We call the aggregated small blocks which are allocated to a user by composite resource block transmission design for URLLC services. Joint resource allocation in uplink and downlink based on effective bandwidth and effective capacity to ensure the quality of service (QoS) for URLLC is considered in [13] , [14] . Joint uplink and downlink bandwidth optimization with respect to delay constraints to guarantee both packet loss constraint and end-to-end delay requirement is considered in [14] . In [15] , the authors propose a packet delivery mechanism for URLLC. The goal is to reduce the bandwidth required to guaranteeing queuing delay based on statistical multiplexing queuing model. The network slicing based on orthogonal and non-orthogonal radio resource allocation for the three types of services of 5G is considered in [16] . In [17] , the authors optimize power and bandwidth allocation across radio access network slices and users which have heterogeneous QoS requirements. The goal is to maximize both throughput and energy efficiency in the sliced radio access network. In [5] , [18] , the authors investigate the dynamic downlink resource allocation for eMBB and URLLC services on the same time/frequency resources. The impact of 5G frame structure on URLLC performance is investigated in [19] . The performance of flexible TTI to adopt traffic load is investigated in [20] , [21] . A 5G frame structure designing is considered in [4] to support user's service requirements. In all the previous works, the authors have considered a static structure for RBs that does not have enough flexibility to respond to different service requirements. Indeed, they do not consider both outage and bit error rate constraints that are critical for new emerging services in 5G. In fact, since the traditional framing, resource allocation, and user association schemes are not flexible enough and do not consider various service types requirements in their optimization problems, they are not appropriate for 5G services.
C. Main Contributions
In this paper, we propose and design a dynamic framing scheme for supporting different types of services in the network, i.e., D-RBS, and investigate its performance. In contrast to the S-RBS scheme, in the proposed scheme, composite RBs are flexible in that the constructing small blocks could be of different time durations in different frequency bands, and the number of allocated small blocks us determined by the adopted resource allocation algorithm.
In D-RBS, it is assumed that each cell partitions the total time duration and bandwidth in its own way which is determined by the resource allocation framework. The resulting partitioned resource blocks would be different for different cells. More precisely, we devise and develop a new resource management framework for wireless networks with different types of services each with different requirements where the time-frequency resource of the network is partitioned into several composite RBs each having different number of small RBs To this end, we formulate our proposed scheme as an optimization problem whose outcome is joint dynamic frame structure design, resource allocation, and user association (matching of users to RBs). Our aim is to maximize the network throughput under transmit power constraints and QoS requirements of eMBB, mMTC, and URLLC services. Our contributions are as follows:
• We design a new dynamic frame resource management scheme for next generations of wireless networks where different services have different QoS requirements which in turn requires different time-bandwidth resources. In the proposed scheme, the resource management algorithm provides joint RB partitioning, resource allocation, and user association.
• We formulate our proposed resource management scheme as optimization problems which are mixed integer nonlinear nonconvex optimization problems in general. The alternate search method (ASM) is used to decompose the main optimization problem into to optimization sub-problem. In the first optimization sub-problem, given RB assignment, we optimize the power allocation. In the second optimization sub-problem, given the power allocation results of the first sub-problem, we optimize the RB association. To solve the resulting nonconvex sub-problems at each level, we exploit the successive convex approximation (SCA) method to write the main non-convex problem into a series of convex problems which could be solved using standard tools like CVX. • We study the convergence of our proposed scheme and show that the algorithms converge to a sub-optimal solution. We further investigate our proposed scheme from the computational complexity prespective.
• We provide a global optimization solution by means of the monotonic optimization method. • We study the performance of the proposed scheme using simulations for different network parameters. We show the superiority of our scheme and show that the performance of D-RBS is better than that of the S-RBS scheme due to its dynamic nature which is suitable for highly dynamic environment of wireless networks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. System model and descriptions regarding 5G services and requirements are presented in Section II. Problem formulation and solution algorithms are provided in Section III. In Section IV, we provide global optimization solution by monotonic optimization method. In Section V, we provide the convergence proof and the computational complexity of our scheme. Simulation results are provided in Section VI. And finally, Section VII concludes this work.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND DESCRIPTION

A. System Model
We consider a multi-cell downlink of an OFDMA network. There is one BS at each cell. The BS set is denoted by B = {1, 2, . . . , B} with |B| = B where |.| denotes the number of elements in a set. There are three types of users which request different types of services. In BS b, the sets of users which request eMBB, mMTC, and URLLC services are demoted by
| denotes the total number of users in BS b. The BSs and users are equipped with one antenna.
A time-frequency resource of T seconds and W Hz is used by each cell. In the proposed frame structure, we assume that the time-frequency resource is divided into several small RBs with the time duration χ and frequency size ϑ. All the small RBs could be shown by a matrix [A] F ×N with N = T χ and F = W ϑ . In contrast to the S-RBS scheme, in which the size of RBs are constant ( Fig. 1 ), in the proposed scheme, at each cell, users are flexibly multiplexed over these small RBs. To each user several small RBs may be assigned which could be in different times and frequency bands and be noncontiguous in time and frequency. This RB structure is shown in Fig. 1 .
With carrier and slot aggregation capability, already in use [22] , we can aggregate radio carriers (in the same band or across disparate bands) and slots of different small blocks to construct composite RBs to meet the requirements of users. Therefore, for user k in cell b, the assigned composite RB is constructed by aggregation of one or more small blocks of time duration χ and frequency size ϑ. Then, the users are multiplexed in an orthogonal fashion to the composite RBs.
B. The eMBB Service
The eMBB service requires high bandwidth and the reliability, given by packet error rate (PER), about 10 −3 [1] . The instantaneous transmission rate between the b th BS and the k th user on RB (f, n) is defined as
where I f n bk (p, s, g) = i∈B\{b} j∈K i \{k} s f n ij p f n ij g f n ik is the interference to user k in cell b on RB (f, n), p f n bk and g f n bk are the transmit power and channel power gain of the b th BS to the k th user on RB (f, n), respectively, while N 0 is the single-sided noise power-spectral-density (PSD). g = [g 11 11 , . . . , g f n bk , . . . , g F N BK ] T , p = {p 11 11 , . . . , p f n bk , . . . , p F N BK }, and s = {s 11 11 , . . . , s f n bk , . . . , s F N BK } denote the channel gain, the power allocation and small RBs assignment vectors.
The binary-valued RB-association factor s f n bk represents both RB and BS assignment indicator for user k of BS b on RB (f, n), i.e., s f n bk = 1 when BS b allocates RB (f, n) to user k, and s f n bk = 0, otherwise. For user k which requests eMBB service, the following constraint should be satisfied to ensure that the data rate of user k is equal or above the required minimum data rate:
where R min,e bk denotes the required data rate of eMBB user k at BS b.
C. The URLLC Service
The URLLC service requires low-latency and very high reliability transmission with packet loss probability lower than 10 −7 [1] . The achievable rate of user k in RB (f, n) with finite block length can be accurately approximated as follows [23] , [24] :
where γ f n bk (p, s, g) =
is the inverse of Gaussian-Q function, ν f n bk = 1 − 1 (1+γ f n bk ) 2 and ε f n bk denotes the decoding error probability. The number of symbols in the block is ψ = χϑ. When transmitting κ bits from BS b to user k in the short blocklength regime, by setting χR URLLC,f n bk = κ, the decoding error probability can be obtained from (3) as follows:
where E(x) denotes the expected value of x. Unfortunately, a closed-form expression for Qfunction does not exist. Hence, we utilize an approximation of f Q
) to approximate the decoding error probability [25] , whereφ = κ/ψ is the number of bits in each symbol,
The following constraint should be satisfied to ensure that the packet loss probability of user k in RB (f, n) is equal or below the threshold value ε max,f n bk :
Due to the delay limitation of URLLC users, the following constraint is used:
which means that each URLLC user is assigned to only one RBs column (i.e., one column of small RBs over the entire spectrum and one TTI). More specifically, (7) ensures when any RBs in one RB column is assigned to one URLLC user, that URLLC user would not be assigned any RBs in other RB columns.
D. The mMTC Service
The mMTC users require fixed, typically low, transmission rate and PER on the order of 10 −1 [1] . To guarantee these requirements, the following constraints should be applied:
and the following constraint should be satisfied to ensure that the packet loss probability of user k in RB (f, n) is equal or below the threshold valuesε max,f n bk :
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION
We aim to maximize the total network data rate of D-RBS scheme which can be formulated as follows:
(2), (6) − (9).
(10b) and (10c) denote the transmit power constraint of each BS and the OFDMA exclusive small RB allocation in each BS b, respectively 2 . Due to the delay limitation of URLLC users, (7) is used to restrict the access of each URLLC user.
Note that the optimization problem (10) is non-convex mixed-integer which makes it hard to develop an efficient algorithm to solve it globally. Note the dependency of the problem on the channel realization. This means that the problem should be solved for each channel realization.
By exploiting ASM, we propose a two-step iterative algorithm to optimize power allocation and small RB assignment in each BS. In the first step, given RB assignment variables, the optimization problem is solved to find power allocation vector. In the second step, given power allocation results, we obtain the RB assignment. The iteration of algorithm can be stopped when the difference of the objective function values in two consecutive iterations is small enough.
However, both the power allocation and small RB assignment problems are non-convex.
We use complementary geometric programming (CGP) [26] , [27] to solve the corresponding optimization problem. The proposed algorithm to obtain the power allocation and small RBs assignment is shown in Table I .
A. Power Allocation Sub-Problem
Given s, the following power allocation optimization sub-problem to maximize the total rate should be solved: 2 Note the dependency of the problem on the channel realization. This means that the problem should be solved for each channel realization. Repeat Step1.1: Update µ f n bk ( 1), and µ0( 1) using (14) and (15); Step1.2: Solve (21) to find optimal power allocation p( 1) (Convex programming via CVX);
Step1.3:
Step2: RB Assignment Initialization: Set p( 2) = p( ), and 2 = 0;
Repeat
Step2 ( 2), and d f n bk ( 2), using (24) and (27) 
s.t.
(2), (6), (8), (9) .
Optimization problem (11) is non-convex, due to the interference term in the objective function and constraints (2), (6), (8) , and (9) . We convert (11) into the GP optimization problem. In this regards, we rewrite the objective of (11) as:
where
. Arithmetic-geometric mean approximation (AGMA) method is exploited for posynomial form approximation [27] . Therefore,
can be approximated as [27] Γ f n bk (p( 1 ), s( ), g)
Furthermore, we provide convex approximations for non-convex constraints (6) and (9) . To this end, we use the first order Taylor series approximation of γ f n bk (p( 1 ), s( ), g) around p( 1 − 1), i.e.,γ f n bk (p( 1 )), as follows:
where the gradient ∇γ f n bk (p( 1 ), s( ), g) with respect to p is given by
Thus, the constraints (6) and (9) can be rewritten as follows:
Consequently, (11) can be transformed into standard GP problem as follows: (20) .
B. Resource Block Assignment
With the value of p( ) from power allocation problem, the following RB assignment optimization problem is solved:
(2), (6), (7), (8), (9) .
Due to objective function and constraints (22a), (2), and (8), the optimization problem is non-convex. We first relax discrete variable s f n bk ( 2 ) into continuous one as s f n bk ( 2 ) ∈ [0, 1]. By exploiting AGMA, we transform problem (22) to a standard for of GP. Note that in the same way in (16), we can use the first order Taylor series approximation of γ f n bk (p( ), s( 2 ), g) around s f n bk ( 2 − 1). Defining α n bk ( 2 ) = f ∈F s f n bk ( 2 ) and β bk ( 2 ) = f ∈F n∈N s f n bk ( 2 ), one can approximate (7) by the following constraints:
where ω n bk ( 2 ) is an an auxiliary variable,
Based on (23a)-(23d), (7) is replaced by monomial equalities and posynomial inequalities.
Next, we convert the objective function and write it into monomial form. By defining the auxiliary variables ζ 1 and ζ 2 , (22) is written into the following standard for of GP:
where ζ 2 is a sufficiently large constant and
Based on Algorithm 1, The optimization problem is iteratively solved until the objective function converges, i.e.,
Note that Proposition 1 holds for small RBs assignment algorithm. The same approach used for D-RBS can be used to solve the optimization problem for S-RBS. Note that the optimization problem of the S-RBS scheme is similar to the D-RBS scheme, with the difference that in the S-RBS scheme optimization problem, there is no (7) .
C. Convergence Analysis
The convergence of joint power allocation and small RBs assignment algorithm, which is shown in Table I , is investigated in the following Proposition. which stems from the fact that our goal is to maximize the objective function, and hence, the value of that must increases or remains fixed compared to its value in the previous iteration.
Then, for given power allocation and obtaining RB assignment, we have
Similarly, the value of objective function must increases or remains fixed compared to its value in the previous iteration. Therefore, due to bounded feasibility set of the problem and the involved functions, the algorithm converges to a sub-optimal solution.
IV. PROBLEM SOLUTION BY MONOTONIC OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we adopt the monotonic optimization approach to find the optimal solution of the optimization problem (10) . We show that joint power allocation and RB assignment problem can be reformulated as a monotonic optimization problems. The feasibility of optimization problem (10) Algorithm II:
Step1: If the maximum eigenvalue of matrix Θ is not smaller than 1, the minimum rate of each user is infeasible, else go to Step 2.
Step2: The nonnegative power vector can be calculated as follows: p = (
, ∀ if k ∈ K e b then i = e, elseif k ∈ K m b then i = m and the elements of matrix Θ are given by
If p satisfies (10b), the minimum rate of each user is feasible.
and rewrite optimization problem (10) in an equivalent form as follows:
The optimization problem (32) is not convex. This problem can be rewritten as a canonical form of monotonic optimization as follows:
where y = [y 11 11 , . . . , y f n bk , . . . , y F N BK ]. The feasible set of the optimization problem is given by
where P and S are the feasible sets spanned by constraints (10b)-(10d) as follows:
The optimal solution to optimization problem (34) is denoted by y * = [(y 11 11 ) * , . . . , (y f n bk ) * , . . . , (y F N BK ) * ]. With the optimal value of y * at hand, the optimal transmit powers, i.e.,p * , is the solution of F N BK linear equations (y f n bk ) * (I f n bk + ϑN 0 ) − p f n bk g f n bk = 0 with F N BK variables p 11 11 , . . . , p f n bk , . . . , p F N BK . Since the objective function R(y) is monotonic, we use monotonic optimization method to find its globally optimal solution for our optimization problem. The key idea of global optimal algorithm is based on constructing a sequence of polyblock outer approximation of Y, i.e., R 0 ⊃ R 1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Y, with its proper vertexes until the optimal vertex of polyblock R in the th iterative, lies in Y. First, we construct an initial outer polyblock R 0 , which contains Y, with one vertex y 0 = [y 11 11,0 , . . . , y f n bk,0 , . . . , y F N BK,0 ] and vertex set T 0 = {v 0 } where v 0 = y 0 . Then, y 0 is a global optimal solution and y * = y 0 , if y 0 ∈ Y; otherwise, construct a smaller outer polyblock R 1 ⊂ R 0 of Y with vertex set T 1 = {v 11 11,1 , . . . , v f n bk,1 , . . . , v F N BK,1 }}, where v f n bk,1 = y 0 − (1 − β 0 )y f n bk,0 e f n bk and β 0 is the projection of v 0 on the upper boundary of G. Then, evaluate the objective function at each vertex in T 1 to determine which one maximizes the objective function of (34), i.e., y 1 = arg max v {R(v)|v ∈ T 1 }. The procedure is repeated until
The elements of y 0 that satisfy the best SINR for user k from BS b on RB (f, n) can be set to
Furthermore, the th 3 projection, β 3 can be calculated using β 3 = max β|βy 3 ∈ Y which is equivalent with the following problem:
The bisection method can be used to solve (39), which is given in Table III . Then, we can find the optimal solution of (39), with y * = β * y, by solving F N BK linear equations (y f n bk ) * (I f n bk + ϑN 0 ) − p f n bk g f n bk = 0, which is shown in Table IV . For any δ > 0, the convergence analysis of Algorithm III is similar to Proposition 3.9 of [30] . Finally, from optimal vertex y * , we can obtained RB allocation [s f n bk ] * as follows: Initialization Set Y0 = max f,n,b,k {y f n bk,0 }, O0 = 0, Π > 0 and 3 = 0;
Step3: Check whetherp f n bk satisfies constraints (39b)-(39g) for a given β * .
Step4: If findingp f n bk is feasible (Check by Algorithm II), Step3: Generate a smaller polyblock R 4 with vertex set T 4 by replacing y 4 −1 with new vertices {v 11 11, 4 The computational complexity and the convergence of the resource allocation algorithms in both schemes are investigated in this section. We use CVX to solve the GP sub-problems with the interior point method, therefore, the number of iterations needed to meet the required accuracy is log(Γ/ 0 Ψ) log(π) , where Γ is the total number of constraints, 0 is the initial point to approximate the accuracy of interior point method, 0 < Ψ << 1 is the stopping criterion for the interior point method and π is used for updating the accuracy of interior point method [26] . We assume for power allocation and small RBs assignment sub-problems are given as follows:
respectively. For S-RBS, the total number of RBs is less than D-RBS, and (7) is not considered in this scenario. Therefore, for S-RBS, the number of constraints for power allocation and RBs Hence, the computational complexity for power allocation and RBs assignment sub-problems are given as follows:
From Equations (41) and (42), it can be concluded that the computational complexity of D-RBS method is more than that of S-RBS method.
In the monotonic optimization approach, for a problem with dimensionsτ 1 , the number of iterations for obtaining the projection of each vertex by the bisection algorithm isτ 2 and the number of iterations for the polyblock algorithm isτ 3 , a simplified complexity order can be given by [31] O(τ 3 (τ 3τ1 +τ 2 )) (43)
The computational complexity of the optimal and suboptimal solutions are illustrated in Table   V . As can seen, with 5.3% increasing in the computational complexity, we can achieve 8.6% improvement in performance. 
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
We consider a multi-cell downlink multi-user scenario with B = 4 BSs and 240 kHz bandwidth
users at each BS which are uniformly distributed in a 500m×500m square area. The channel gains are modelled as g f n bk = κ f n bk L −c bk where c = 3 is the path loss exponent, L bk is the normalized distance between the BS b and user k and κ f n bk is exponentially distributed with mean 1 [15] . The noise power of each sub-carrier is normalized to 1 or 0 dB.
We also set 1 = 10 −5 , 2 = 10 −5 and ξ 2 = 10 5 in all simulations [1] , [2] . For 1000 random channel realizations, our algorithm is run and the average of results are presented. In Fig. 2 , the structure of RBs of S-RBS and D-RBS scenarios are illustrated for 240 kHz bandwidth and 1 ms TTI. For D-RBS, we assume RBs of equal sizes in both time and frequency, i.e., TTI=0.25 ms and BW=15 kHz which results in 16×4 RBs. In S-RBS, we assume static frame structure for each cell. At each cell, there are 16 RBs: four RBs with TTI=1 ms and BW=15 kHz, four RBs with TTI=0.5 ms and BW=30 kHz and eight RBs with TTI=0.25 ms and BW=60 kHz. We assume that the time duration and bandwidth of each RB are shorter than the channel coherence time and bandwidth, respectively.
A. Effect of total number of RBs
The sum rate versus the total number of RBs for both scenarios is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . As can be seen, due to the opportunistic nature of fading channels, the sum rate in both scenarios = P max = 40 dB, ∀b ∈ B [16] . We also compare the performance of optimal and suboptimal solutions in Fig. 3(a) . As can be seen, our suboptimal solution is bounded by optimal solution and it has values close to optimal one.
B. Effect of Number of Users
In Fig. 3(b) , we present simulation results for the regions of D-RBS and S-RBS that satisfy URLLC and eMBB users' requirements versus the number of URLLC and eMBB users. In each scheme, the RB is chosen such that the target latency, reliability and throughput of URLLC and eMBB users are satisfied. By increasing the number of users, we see that the D-RBS scheme outperforms the S-RBS scheme due to the flexible RB adaptation. In each scheme, to obtain feasible regions, for fixed number of eMBB or URLLC users, we obtain the number of other users can be serviced by same number of RBs.
C. The Outage Probability
In the following, we define outage probabilities as following to investigate behavior of both scenarios for different values of R min,e bk , and R 
We obtain the outage probability of both scenarios via Mont Carlo simulation. The outage probability of mMTC users for both scenarios versus different values of R min,e is shown in Fig.   4 (a). As can be seen, with increasing R min,e , the outage probability is also increased for both scenarios. However, due to the larger feasibility region, the second scenario has lower outage probability compared to the first one. On the other hand, the second scenario can efficiently schedule RBs between different users as compared to the first scenario. In other words, flexible scheduling structure in the second scenario has more degrees of freedom to assign suitable RBs users of different cells. Therefore, due to higher outage probability in the first scenario, it cannot satisfy the minimum rate requirements of users. The outage probability versus the value of minimum rate requirements of mMTC users is illustrated in Fig. 4(b) .
D. Convergence Analysis
In Fig. 5 , the total number of iterations needed for the algorithm to converge for both scenarios versus the total number of RBs is depicted. It is seen from the figure that as the number of RBs increases, the algorithm needs more iteration to converge. It can also be seen that the computational complexity of RBs assignment problem for both scenarios is higher than that of power allocation problem because the number of constraints in RBs assignment problem is higher than power allocation problem. Also, the computational complexity of D-RBS is higher than S-RBS because the number of constraints in D-RBS is higher than S-RBS. Fig. 5 . The number of iterations required for convergence for both power allocation and RBs assignment sub-problems for both scenarios versus the total number of RBs.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed a flexible and dynamic BRs assignment and transmit power allocation for multi-user multi-cell downlink scheme to satisfy every user's rate and PER requirements.
Our proposed scheduling frame work, due to the large feasibility region and more degrees of freedom to assign RBs had better performance than the traditional RBs scheme. To solve the resulting non-convex optimization problem, we relied in ASM and exploited the successive convex approximation method to obtain a convex approximation of the original problem which could be solved by existing tools like CVX. Via simulations, we showed that the proposed scheme has 26% and 36% performance gain, in the sum rate and outage probability, respectively, over the S-RBS scheme.
